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do any of you know any good books for a 4th goin to 5th grade reader.i read above my level at a
6th grade reading level so plz only suggest such books. im a mystery and fantasy luver and like any
book with lots of good mystery and case solving... also i love magic books and yes i've read the
harry potter books 3 times each! if you have any amazing books in mind plz plz plz plz plz tell me ...
good books............? | Yahoo Answers
I haven´t read the last book but I can´t wait to do it. All the 3 books are from Stephanie Perkins. I
really like those books so I hope you like them too. Hi, in the last few months I have been reading a
really good trilogy, well I am not sure if is a trilogy I mean there are 3 books in which there comes a
point when the 3 stories are connected.
What are some really good books to read? | Yahoo Answers
I used to love reading. I read three books a week sometimes, maybe even more, but now I find it
hard because all the books I try and read are too childish or too mature. I'm 15 and when I was 13 I
was reading my 19 year old sister's books, so read at a level above my age. I like books that are
imaginitive, but not childish. I love sci-fi and fantasy or anything that can let me think outside ...
Any good books ideas? | Yahoo Answers
I cant seem to find any good adult books. I really liked The virgin suicides and requiem for a dream.
I love romance books, inspirational books, and eye opening books that make you say "wow, thats
amazing!" okk thanks! xx
Good books? | Yahoo Answers
Best Answer: Popular Teen Book List Note: You may want to think about signing up for the site as
well, you'll get all their newest updates on books. Books are listened under Pages. Mixer of
Romance, Fantasy, and some action! Please enjoy.Note link doesn't always work, they are trying to
fix it. If it doesn ...
What are some good Books? | Yahoo Answers
Best Answer: Try the Inkheart series. Its about a girl and her mysterious father that never reads out
loud. The movie is horrible though. Mmm...The Key to Rondo? Its pretty good, fantasy and there are
two other books in the series. It doesn't take place in the past, though. I heard Magyk was pretty
good ...
Good books to read . . . . . . . .? | Yahoo Answers
Best Answer: THIS IS PART OF ONE PAGE FROM THE WEBSITE BELOW. IT HAS LOTS OF DIFFERENT
LISTS. Anthony Horowitz Alex Rider Series (Stories about a teenage spy) - Stormbreaker, Point
Blank, Skeleton Key, Eagle Strike, Scorpia, Ark Angel, Snakehead Christopher Paul Curtis Bud, Not
Buddy Carl Hiaasen Hoot and ...
Good Books!!!!? | Yahoo Answers
Yahoo UK & Ireland Answers ... year old girl and i’ve recently gotten interested in reading books but
i don’t know where to start. what are some good books for me to read? i like horror and fiction or
romance, so any books that fall into those categories would be great. i love stephen king, so if you
have any book recommendation of his ...
Books & Authors | Yahoo Answers
A good long read of adult fiction, first book to a Time’s Disease trilogy that is dark and mysterious
romanticism untamed~ When a young prophetess is rescued from genocide by a retired veteran,
our prolific duo teams up with a sultry bounty hunter who falls for any heroic heart.
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any good books i can read? | Yahoo Answers
Yahoo Malaysia Answers ... I want to know what are some good books to for a teenage girl. I've read
the clique series. I like it a lot. I've read uglies about to start pretties. I like it too.
Good books to read for fun!!!? | Yahoo Answers
Best Answer: I don't really read many vampire books but here are some that I read and liked =)
Blue Bloods by Melissa De la cruz (if your looking for romance this is a great series about vampires
but totally different from Twilight. It'll keep you reading for more ^_~) Masquerade by Melissa de la
cruz (this ...
Good Vampire-ry books? | Yahoo Answers
Yahoo Singapore Answers ... Any good books???? ... It is called "The Notebook." I am sure you have
heard of the movie, and maybe even seen the movie, but it a very good book. An adventurous story
(With a lot of fantasy in it too.) Is The Harry Potter serious. It is an excellent serious that anyone can
enjoy.
Any good books???? | Yahoo Answers
Well im looking for a good series of books, i like books such as: Skulduggery pleasant-Derek Landy
The witness-James Jauncey . The genre's i like is horror (not to try hard scary), mystery, suspense,
action, adventure, fantasy, sci fi. I'd like a long intresting series, i also read fast aswell.
Good series of books? | Yahoo Answers
Best Answer: Dan Brown. Even though the story line is fiction, his places, facts on historical events,
and gadgets used in the books he quotes are accurate. Digital Fortress / Deception Point are good.
There are three with a main character Robert Langdon that appears in the books Angels and
Demons, The ...
Good Books for Me?????? | Yahoo Answers
Yahoo Answers Sign in Mail ⚙ ... Is breaking dawn a good Book? I have read Twilight and New moon
(they are the most awesome books ever) and about to start Eclipse but heard Breaking Dawn is
Bad. No spoilers alowed. Thanks. Follow . 17 answers 17.
Is breaking dawn a good Book? | Yahoo Answers
Yahoo India Answers ... But recently ive wanted to expand on my reading and need some very
good, classic books? Ive heard of books like The Wuthering Heights, and some of Shakspears
stories, which i am set on reading in the near future, but if you could give me some more that
would be amazing! Thanks so much.
Any good books (20characters) ? | Yahoo Answers
Ok so I've read the Twilight saga, Vampire dairies,Jessica's guide to dating on the dark side and I've
ordered vampire academy and the house of night series.. these are some of the books i know but i
haven't read them, if you know any of them can you tell me what you would rate them out of 10
thanks :) Vampire Beach Morganville vampires Vampire Kisses Blue bloods Night world Blood and
Chocolate.
any good vampire books? (or werewolf)? | Yahoo Answers
Its almost summer, and I need a good book to read. I am a 13 year old girl. Some of my favourite
books are: Where the red Fern grows The Outsiders I heard that "The Girl with the Pearl Earrings" is
a good read, but I was not sure. What books do you have as a suggestion? I am fairly, "preppy" and
happy. Thanks!
HELP?! Good Book? | Yahoo Answers
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